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Li’le Tool Shop, 45 North Road  21/00007/FUL 

Strong Objection: 

Lancaster Civic Society wishes to register its strong objection to the proposals for the 

demolition of this property on 45 North Road and the construction of a student 

accommodation block. 

This site is identified by Lancaster City Council in their Heritage Action Zone document for 

the Mill Race Area as “positive buildings”.  Whilst this particular building is not a listed 

property, it is within a Conservation Area and could be considered for local listing as a Non-

designated Heritage Asset. 

We believe that the original frontage of Li’le Tool Shop should be restored, irrespective of 
any future use of this building, and we are particularly anxious that the Council should take 
steps to ensure that the owners of the property do more to protect it from further damage 
whilst its future is debated.  
 
It has been allowed to fall into near dereliction through neglect over a number of years, with 
the result that it stands out as an eye-sore on a prominent site. Evidence from a one-time 
occupier of the premises – then in use as a studio - draws attention to the fact that the 
building was in poor condition when it was sold in 2015 and, as it has not been occupied or 
maintained, it has further deteriorated. 
 
We would ask that the following points are taken into account: 

• This is a building with strong links with Lancaster's industrial heritage since the tool 

shop was much used by Gillows' craftsmen whose workshops were nearby. 

• It is one of the few remaining examples of a genuine specialist retail outlet 

• Is in a flood risk area (see below) 



• Buildings on either side have been sensitively re-built or converted 

We have considered the detailed objections submitted by the owner of the adjoining 
properties and would wish to support them. We are also in agreement with the submission 
made by the Georgian Group with regard to the historical significance of the site.  
 

We object in principle that the proposed new use is for yet more student accommodation. 

We have frequently stated that it is time to call for a moratorium on further student 

accommodation blocks until the construction of the schemes, which have already received 

planning permission, has been completed and their impact assessed. 

The Heritage and Access Statement makes no mention of one of the most problematic  

features of the site: the fact that the historic mill race runs directly beneath it. Firm evidence 

will be required to demonstrate that the many implications - historic and practical – have 

been addressed, as per the Jacob’s Action Plan. Its continued regular use by United Utilities 

as an overflow, when the main sewerage system is full to capacity, coupled with the fact 

that the area is in a flood-risk zone, would make it appear extremely foolhardy to plan for 

four studio units on the ground floor. 

With regard to the exterior design of the new build, we welcome the use of some traditional 

materials but we have concerns about the proposed use of copper cladding to the ground 

floor frontage which looks out of keeping with the area, we also think that the natural light 

levels in the ground floor studios will be inadequate. Overall the building is too high and the 

three storey gables on the front elevation are totally out of character with the neighbouring 

Grade II listed building and the listed St. John’s Church opposite.  A reduced two-storey 

development would be more appropriate for the site. 

We would urge that this application should be withdrawn for much more detailed 

consideration and that, in the meantime, the developer should be held responsible for 

ensuring that there will be no further deterioration to the property. 

 

21/01151/LB  and 21/01152/FUL Church Street and New Street 

Objection: 

The Civic Society wishes to object to the proposed change of use of these listed buildings to 

student accommodation. 

On principle we continue to resist the increase in number of large purpose-built or 

converted student accommodation blocks until evidence is made available that existing or 

planned provision is inadequate. In this respect we would wish to support the arguments 

put forward by the Lancaster City Centre Residents’ Association. 

It is noted that retail is now proposed for the ground floor which will provide an active frontage to 

New Street and Church Street, with a consequent reduction in the number of student units.  We 

would support these alternative proposals which could lead to these fine listed buildings 



being preserved and brought back into use, subject to the modifications recommended by 

the Conservation Team. 

 

21/01527/PAD  Ridge Lea. 

Strong Objection: 

Lancaster Civic Society wishes to record its strong objection to the proposed demolition of 

Ridge Lea and are pleased to see that this application has already been refused by Lancaster 

City Council. 

We would like to commend the Council for moving so swiftly to establish a Lancaster Moor 

Conservation Area in order to further protect this important building, which was for so 

many years a significant feature in the development of mental health provision in Lancaster. 

We believe that the example has been set by the development of the neighbouring Moor 

Hospital into highly desirable residences whilst preserving its distinctive architectural 

features. Treated with care and imagination, Ridge Lea could be similarly brought back into 

a habitable state. 

We trust that the City Council will take all the necessary enforcement measures to ensure 

that the present owners take full responsibility for protecting the site so that it does not 

further deteriorate while discussions take place with Planning Officers about its future 

development.  

 

21/01591  No. 1 China Street 
 
Support with Reservations: 
 
We welcome the proposals to up-grade this elegant building in a key location, framing as it 
does the Covel Cross and Judges’ Lodgings. Although it is not a listed building, it is in a 
Conservation Area. 
 
However, although the present windows are not particularly attractive, we dislike the 
notion of replacing wooden windows on historic properties with metal or composite; we 
think that anthracite colour is going to remove some liveliness from the streetscape and 
would have liked to have seen an example of the materials proposed.  
 
We question the wisdom of retaining non-opening windows - a recipe for an over-heating 
disaster during global warming. In addition, sealed windows can lead to internal 
condensation in a building that also lacks chimneys. 
 

The elegant doorway with the roundel above it is one of the most notable features of the 
building   The proposed door seems very similar to the existing one (i.e. mainly glazed). A 
solid door would be more appropriate and would better complement the roundel above. 



We are surprised that the opportunity is not being taken to remove the obtrusive bars on 
the windows of the ground floor north elevation. They are relics of the time when cash was 
held on the premises by a finance company; they are now redundant and could be viewed 
as a fire safety hazard for the student occupiers as well as restricting their outlook from 
behind bars.  

While the work is being carried out, we hope the opportunity will be taken to remove other 
unwanted accretions e.g. the self-seeded buddleia and redundant Rediffusion cables. 
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